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The Check-in™

The Check-in™ is a way of resetting and soothing your nervous system by
consciously accessing the foundational gifts of your developmental self.

The Check-in™ involves three basic practices available to all living beings.

OBSERVING, NOTICING, ALLOWING AND MOVING WITH
● the Breath

● the Support of the Earth
● your Sensations, of what is inside you and around you

= The Check-in™

Breath - You can trust in the process of your breath! You don’t have to DO
anything to make this happen, except to allow your body to breathe!  Your
cells have been breathing since before you were even conceived!   Your
challenge today is to allow this process to happen easily and fully.

Grounded support - Our bodies have developed in relationship with the
unconditional support of our planet.    Like with the breath, you don’t have
to DO anything to benefit from this support. Your body has been
experiencing the support of gravity since early in your fetal development.
Your challenge is to allow your body to accept this experience, with ease.

Orienting - Your body was designed early in fetal development to feel Inner
and Outer sensations, and to move in response.  Allow yourself to be in the
experience of the present moment.
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Guided practice of The Check-in™ - Find a space and a position where you
can be comfortable and undisturbed for five to ten minutes. Once settled, let your
breath go.  Simply let your breath go.  Let yourself sigh or moan or yawn.

And then allow your breath to return.   Repeat.

As you let your breath go, give yourself permission to notice the experience of the
body moving with the breath.  Simply be present with the growing and shrinking
of your torso as you breathe.  Invite yourself to let go of some part of any thing
you’re holding onto.  Allow your breath to soften you, let go of any holding, let go
of your position. Invite yourself to FEEL the support that your body is receiving in
this moment, in stillness or in movement. You may feel the support coming
through your feet, your pelvic floor, your back body or hands.  Feel the way this
support rolls through your body as you move.

And let your breath go.  Let your voice go with an ah, a sigh, a yawn, a howl or
whatever non-verbal sound that wants to come out of you.

And observe the rhythm of the breath emptying and filling throughout your body.
Let your breath go and observe where you are putting your attention.  What are
you focusing on?  Notice any tendency to shift your focus to thoughts or stories
or beliefs and let go of this.  Invite your mind to consciously observe the sensory
information around you and within you.   Again, let go of your breath, feel the
support and gently return your focus to how it feels to be in this moment: possibly
pressure, texture, temperature, color, smell, sound, weight, pleasure, discomfort.

Move with it all!  Repeat until you feel satisfied with your experience.

for video support to practice the The Check-in™ please visit Victoria’s Youtube channel!
If you like what you see and hear, please subscribe!
5 minute The Check-in™ https://youtu.be/sVje5Vhbxek
10 minute The Check-in™ https://youtu.be/Q9ceeiDlaiI
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